ABSTRACT
Poverty alleviation is the major challenge and goal of the government of Nepal. In this context, all Nepalese people should consider about it and should involve in national economic activities. For it, Government should need to formulate goal strategies, policies and programmes to cope with growing challenges of poverty alleviation. Without increasing productivity and efficiency, we can not able to compete with global market. (Karki: 2007) 
Objective of Study
The prime objective of the study is to present the current scenario of entrepreneurship development and to understand major areas of regulation of the Government for doing business. Other objective is to introduce of one village one product (OVOP) and practice of OVOP in various countries.
Data Analysis

Doing Business 2011
A vibrant private sector-with firms making investment, creating jobs and improving productivity-promotes growth and expands opportunities for the poor. Doing Business 2011 is the eight in a series of annual reports benchmarking the regulation that enhance business activity and those that constrain it. The report presents quantitive indicators on business regulation and the protection of property right for 183 economies from Afghanistan to Zimbabe.
A fundamental premise of Doing Business is that economic activity requires good rules that establish and clarify property rights and reduce the cost of resolving dispute rules that increases the predictability of economic interaction and provide contractual partner with certainty and protection against abuse. The objective is regulation designed to be efficient accessible to all and simple in their implementation. Doing Business give higher scores in some area for stronger property right and investor protection such as stricter disclosure requirements in related party transactions. Doing Business takes the perspective of domestic primarily smaller companies and measures the regulation applying to them through their life cycle. Economies are ranked on the basis of 9 area of regulation for starting a business, dealing with construction permits registering property, getting credit, protecting investors, paying taxes, trading actors borders, enforcing contracts and closing a business. (Devan: 2011) Against the backdrop of the global financial and economic crisis, policy maker around the world took steps in the past years to make it easier for local firm to start up and operate. This is important. Throughout 2009/10 firms around the world felt the repercussions of what began as a financial crisis in mostly high income economies and then spread as an economic crisis to many more. While some economies have been hit harder than others, how easy or difficult it is to start and run a business and how efficient court and insolvency proceedings are can influence how firm cope with crises and how quickly they can size new opportunities.
Where is it easiest to do business? Globally, doing business remains easiest in OECD high-income economies. In sub-saharan Africa and South Asia entrepreneurs have it hardest and property protection are weakest across the 9 area of business regulation The table presents a comparative study between Nepal and Singapore. Based on 9 areas of business regulation Nepal has ranked 116 whereas Singapore has ranked top one. 
Principle of OVOP
The OVOP movement defined by Oita OVOP international exchange promotion committee is based on the following three principles (Oita OVOP) 1. Think Globally Act Locally 2. Self-reliance and creativity Today's 300 or 50 OVOP products both tangible and intangible produces Tangible produces include agricultural produces while intangible products include building facilities, cultural activities, rural development activities and conservation activities There are three different types of producers groups registered under OTOP.
They are community occupation group; one-person owner group; and small and medium enterprises (SMEs) group and registered producer groups whereupon 33228 groups are involved. Similarly, a total of 85,173 products have been developed under different categories registered in 2010. The product promoted by OTOP come under five different categories. They are food beverage, fabric and dressing wear, furnishing decoration and souvenir and herbal products.
OVOP Programme in Nepal
The impact of OVOP has spread widely in Asian countries and Nepal could not During the period of 5 years, the program has basically focused on production and marketing side. Different agriculture inputs and technical training had been provided to the products for the extension of the production areas as well as quality production. Similarly, different inputs and technical training had been given to improve market and marketing system development. Singapore has ranked topmost.
Through OVOP, local resources, skill and human resources can be utilize and produce quality goods and service. Such goods can be sold into local market as well as national and international market and generate revenue and reduce the unemployment problems.
To promote and extent of business sector, Government should be able to provide sound business environment such as sound business friendly environment for investment and their returns, appropriate rules and regulation for security of investment, formulated adequate and appropriate strategies and policy for production of goods and services and their market etc.
World business scenario revolved that local firms are able to survive and operate smoothly within global financial and economic crisis last year. Therefore, local firms should be made strengthen with appropriate government policies like PPP and OVOP and regulation. Through it, we can be able to achieve the goal of poverty alleviation and able to solve unemployment problems. The Government must be involved to designed appropriate regulation with consider of efficient accessible to all and simple in their implementation.
